We study the dynamics of ultrarelativistic D-branes. The dominant phenomenon is bremsstrahlung: mild acceleration induced by closed string interactions triggers extremely rapid energy loss through radiation of massless closed strings. After characterizing bremsstrahlung from a general k-dimensional extended object in a D-dimensional spacetime, we incorporate effects specific to D-branes, including velocity-dependent forces and open string pair creation. We then show that dissipation due to bremsstrahlung can substantially alter the dynamics in DBI inflation.
Introduction
In the application of string theory to cosmological model-building, moving D-branes have played a distinctive role. For a probe D-brane in nonrelativistic motion in a fixed supergravity background, the Dirac-Born-Infeld and Chern-Simons actions govern the evolution, and the dynamics is well-understood. However, violent motions of branes, including relativistic collisions, are commonplace in cosmological models, and relativistic D-brane scattering differs in important ways from the scattering of point particles or of strings. In particular, massless bremsstrahlung from an extended object is qualitatively different from that from a point particle, and pair production of massive open strings stretched between colliding D-branes can substantially alter the dynamics.
In this paper we study ultrarelativistic D-brane scattering, incorporating closed string exchange, radiation of massless closed strings, and pair production of massive open strings. We find that supergravity interactions of widely-separated D-branes induce modest acceleration, which then triggers intense bremsstrahlung of massless closed strings, leading to rapid deceleration. Open string pair production [1, 2, 3] generally sets in at much smaller separations than bremsstrahlung, and can therefore be neglected early in the scattering process.
One interesting implication of our findings is that bremsstrahlung provides an important source of dissipation in the DBI scenario [4, 5] , and can alter the evolution of the background and perturbations. We find that for a range of reasonable parameter values, bremsstrahlung dramatically affects the trajectory. However, there are also controllable parameter regimes in which bremsstrahlung can be neglected and the DBI model receives no corrections from our considerations.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2 we determine the rate of energy loss from bremsstrahlung for a k-dimensional extended object undergoing an accelerated motion in a D-dimensional spacetime (for D even). Then, in §3 we compute the effect of bremsstrahlung on relativistic D-brane scattering, and demonstrate that a very small acceleration induced by velocity-dependent interactions triggers massive energy losses to closed string radiation. In §4 we discuss implications for DBI inflation, and we conclude in §5. In Appendix A we characterize open string pair production, which can become important if the scattering D-branes reach a small separation while remaining relativistic. In Appendix B we present a few details of the calculation of the critical frequency for synchrotron radiation in an even-dimensional spacetime.
Bremsstrahlung from Extended Objects
Two D-branes approaching each other at relativistic speeds experience a radial potential from closed string exchange (see §3). As we shall see, the mild acceleration that results triggers intense bremsstrahlung 1 in the forward direction, substantially decelerating the branes. In this section we will characterize this effect in general, determining the rate at which energy is lost to bremsstrahlung when a k-dimensional extended object moving in a D-dimensional spacetime undergoes a specified acceleration. In generic situations in which the forces in the directions parallel to and transverse to the direction of motion are of the same order, radiation due to transverse acceleration is dominant, as in synchrotron radiation in four dimensions. However, in certain cases the force can be nearly parallel to the velocity -for example, this arises in DBI inflation with a purely radial potential, see §4 -and in this situation the radiation due to longitudinal acceleration can dominate. In this work we will consider both purely transverse and purely longitudinal acceleration.
There are several important differences between the present problem and the familiar case of synchrotron radiation in four-dimensional electromagnetism: scalar and gravitational radiation play an important role, the accelerated source is a k-dimensional 2 extended object, and the ambient spacetime is D-dimensional. Even so, to provide intuition we will make extensive use of comparisons to electromagnetism.
We begin in §2.1 with the general formalism for spin-s radiation by a point particle, determining the total power and spectral distribution. In §2.2 we use this information to obtain the contribution of high-frequency radiation to the total power radiated by a k-dimensional extended object, considering the special cases of transverse and parallel acceleration in an even-dimensional 3 Minkowski spacetime. It turns out that in the ultrarelativistic limit the radiation is phase-space suppressed, necessitating a careful treatment of the low frequency spectrum, which we present in §2.3. Finally, in §2. 4 we consider the emission of massive strings by an accelerating D-brane.
Throughout our analysis, the primary large number in the system will be the Lorentz factor γ = cosh η, where η is the rapidity. Correspondingly, a key task is to determine the scaling with γ of the radiated power density dP/dV k :
where the exponent Θ may depend on k, D, and the spin s of the field being radiated, and V k denotes the volume of the extended object.
General formalism for rank s radiation from a point source
The first step is to determine the total power that a point source moving on a general trajectory in D dimensions loses to radiation of integer spin s. Consider a field A µ 1 ...µs that is sourced by a point of charge e moving along some given trajectory r µ (τ ) with D-velocity v µ = ∂ τ r µ , where τ is the source's proper time. Following Ref. [8, 9] , the corresponding wave equation can be written 
The solution to Eq. (2) is given in terms of the D-dimensional retarded Green's function D r (x − r) as A µ 1 ...µs (x) = e dτ D r (x − r)v µ 1 . . . v µs .
Up to an overall D-dependent prefactor, which we will suppress throughout, the retarded Green's function in even dimensions is
where the exponent (D/2 − 2) on the delta function denotes a corresponding derivative with respect to the argument. For the field A µ 1 ...µs one finds
where we performed D/2 − 2 partial integrations, and defined R µ = (x − r) µ = (R, Rn). In our conventions, the R in any dot product refers to the D-vector R µ , while R = |x − r| otherwise. Note that any contribution from derivatives of the Heaviside step function involves a factor δ(x 0 − r 0 ). Combined with the second delta function, there is no contribution unless R = x 0 − r 0 = |x − r| = 0, so that we can ignore this contribution away from the source.
In a similar way one can show that to leading order in 1/R,
To examine the stress energy tensor, we work in the Lorenz gauge, defined by ∂ µs A µ 1 ...µs = 0. At leading order in 1/R and neglecting derivatives of R (see also Ref. [8] ),
This indicates that for s ≥ 2 the forces responsible for driving the particle on the assumed trajectory r µ (τ ) will have significant backreaction on the total power. This effect is wellknown in general relativity; our result agrees with Refs. [10, 11] , where the amount of gravitational radiation due to stresses on the source is found to be comparable to the radiation from the source itself.
Neglecting for the moment the radiation due to forces acting on the source, we find the stress-energy tensor
The power radiated per unit solid angle is given by
which reduces to the well-known Larmor formula for s = 1.
To find the spectrum, note that the total energy radiated, I 0 D,s , obeys
where we have defined
4 See also Refs. [12, 13] .
The spectrum of radiation is then given by
To bring this into a useful form, we recall that the derivatives are evaluated at the retarded time t = t + R(t ) ≈ t + x − n · r(t ). Changing variables of integration, we have
To obtain the energy spectrum in any even dimension we perform D/2−2 partial integrations in Eq. (13) and use d/dτ = γd/dt to arrive at
The remaining integral is, up to angular dependence, just the Fourier-transformed amplitude in four dimensions. Combining Eq. (14) and Eq. (12), we find the energy spectrum
which relates the energy spectrum radiated in four dimensions to the energy spectrum in any even dimension, up to angular dependence and numerical prefactors. Note in particular that the critical frequency above which the spectrum decreases exponentially is independent of the spacetime dimension D. 
Radiation by a k-dimensional source in D dimensions
Having understood radiation from a point particle in D dimensions, we now characterize the power density dP
To obtain the energy spectrum radiated from an extended object we need to integrate the Fourier-transformed field, Eq. (6), over the k spatial dimensions parallel to the object:
5 Useful relations for this evaluation are R · v = Rγ(1 − n · β(t )) and dt/dt = 1 − n · β(t ). 6 One subtlety is that Eq. (14) only applies when the integration is taken over all time, so that the boundary terms in the partial integration vanish. This is a legitimate assumption for transverse acceleration of a source that remains on a circular orbit, but is not appropriate for a purely longitudinal acceleration: see §2.2.2. 7 We have checked this result by numerically evaluating the power spectrum for scalar and vector radiation in diverse spacetime dimensions. Further analytical evidence comes from a WKB approach to the radiated power spectrum, following Ref. [14] , as detailed in Appendix B.
where φ is a phase, r k parameterizes the position along the extended object, ρ is the charge density of the source, and A D is the radiation amplitude in frequency space given in Eq. (13) . The resulting radiated energy spectrum is
where the brackets indicate a time average. Now let r 0 parameterize the position of an arbitrary fixed point on the extended object, so that we can write r = r 0 (t ) + r k . The time average of the squared amplitude then takes the form
Considering radiation that is peaked in the forward direction, we can model the angular dependence of the amplitude by the dimensionless function f (Ω) ∼ e −|θ|/θc , where θ c is the angle beyond which emission is negligible, and we assume isotropic radiation along the parallel directions. Denoting the solid angle within which emission occurs as Ω c , we have
where we have kept the leading terms in ωr k . The time average in Eq. (19) can be evaluated in spherical coordinates, using φ(r k ) ≈ r/(2R) and θ ≈ r/R:
Combining the time average in Eq. (20) with Eq. (17) and approximating the angular distribution as uniform for θ < θ c , we find that for ω
with λ = 2π/ω. The result Eq. (21) is physically sensible: two points on the brane that are separated by a distance d radiate coherently at wavelength λ if and only if d λ. Thus, the full power radiated at wavelength λ is the sum of the power radiated by patches of volume λ k , leading to the factor of λ k in Eq. (21) . 8 The dependence on the critical angle arises by observing that interference effects do not depend on θ c , so that a factor θ −k c from the point particle angular distribution remains in the final result.
Circular trajectories
In the previous section we obtained general expressions for radiation from sources on arbitrary trajectories. We now use these results to characterize the spectrum of scalar, vector and gravitational synchrotron radiation emitted by an ultrarelativistic source on a circular trajectory of radius r 0 in D dimensions. Note that there are additional subtleties for the case of gravitational radiation, as the gauge-fixing condition Eq. (7) is not satisfied (see also Ref. [11] ).
The spectrum of spin s radiation from an accelerated point particle of charge e in fourdimensional spacetime is well known and can be summarized as [14, 10, 11] :
where ω 0 is the angular frequency of the circular trajectory, and the critical frequency is given by ω c = γ 3 ω 0 . The critical angle θ c within which most of the radiation is emitted is
Combining Eq. (22) with Eq. (15), the power spectrum of a point particle in an evendimensional spacetime is
Integrating over all frequencies, we have
which is just the D-dimensional Larmor formula. Equipped with the power spectrum Eq. (24) for a point particle we can use Eq. (21) to obtain the power spectrum of a k-dimensional extended object:
Finally, to obtain a lower bound on the power density radiated by an extended object we will only take the high frequency 9 contribution into account:
Using Eqs. (22), (23) , and (21) in Eq. (27) we find that the power density lost to radiation is (omitting numerical coefficients)
This is a key result for our analysis: the power of γ that appears in Eq. (28) controls the importance of bremsstrahlung in relativistic D-brane dynamics. Note that the power density emitted from a k-dimensional object in D-dimensional space scales exactly like the power from a point particle in D − k dimensions, as expected from the symmetries of the problem.
Linear acceleration
Having understood the comparatively straightforward case of circular motion, we now turn to computing the total power radiated by an extended object undergoing linear acceleration, as well as the cutoff frequency ω c of this radiation and the critical angle θ c within which the radiation is confined.
We consider a particle with constant acceleration as measured in the comoving frame: this could be a particle in a constant electric field, as considered in Ref. [15] . The potential is given by
The resulting hyperbolic trajectory is given in terms of the proper time τ as
In particular, the acceleration is a = V 1 /(mγ 3 ).
To understand some of the subtle aspects of linear acceleration emission, consider a nonrelativistic particle that enters a linear potential at t = 0 with velocity v(0) and leaves it with velocity v(T ) at time t = T . Following Ref. [16] , the spectral distribution of the energy radiated by this particle is given by
This leads to the spectral distribution
Only frequencies of order ω c ∼ 1/T contribute to the spectrum. In particular, in the limit of constant acceleration, T → ∞, one has ω c → 0, which corresponds to a constant electric field, rather than to radiation. Even so, the total energy radiated per unit time is
which is just the Larmor formula. As Schwinger put it, "Facetiously, we may say that a uniformly accelerated charge radiates because it is not uniformly accelerated" [16] . This summarizes an important (and long-studied) subtlety of linearly accelerated systems: as the acceleration and rapidity change constantly, one cannot assign an instantaneously radiated power -the spectrum crucially depends on the whole history of the particle's trajectory.
In the following, we will carefully take this into account.
For simplicity we will give explicit results for the power spectrum and angular distribution of scalar radiation from linearly-accelerated point particles. The generalization to vector radiation is straightforward, but as noted above, the extension to gravitational radiation is nontrivial: one cannot consistently neglect radiation from the stresses that cause the acceleration.
The power radiated per unit solid angle is given by Eq. (9) with the energy momentum tensor Eq. (8) . Combining these two results for linear acceleration, we find that in four dimensions
Using Eq. (34) we can solve for the critical angle θ c within which most of the radiation is confined in the ultrarelativistic limit: we find θ c ≈ √
It is easy to check that the total power agrees with the Larmor formula:
Note that the critical angle can depend on the frequency. Using intuition from the case of transverse acceleration, we expect that the critical angle increases significantly at low frequencies. Furthermore, the radiation of scalars is peaked in the forward direction for any even spacetime dimension. This is different from vector radiation, which vanishes in the strictly forward direction but is still constrained to lie within a critical angle θ c ∼ 1/γ.
To obtain the power spectrum we need to evaluate
where
Note that unlike the transverse acceleration case, we need to introduce a time cutoff T at which we evaluate the radiation. This is because the spectrum constantly changes while the particle is accelerated. We therefore consider a particle that accelerates linearly for 0 < t < T , and evaluate the spectrum at time T . We find
10 One readily finds analogous results in any even dimension.
To illustrate the spectrum of vector and scalar radiation from a point particle, one can evaluate Eq. (38) numerically for linear acceleration in four dimensions. The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 1 .
A direct analytic evaluation of the integral in Eq. (38) is difficult. Let us therefore examine the Fourier transform in the limit γ 1 at θ 1 = θ 2 = 0 and change variables to integration over γ. This gives
Evaluated at ω = 0 we have
On the other hand, expanding the power spectrum at high frequencies gives
Now solving dI
gives the critical frequency
where we inserted the acceleration from above. To perform a consistency check we can compute the total radiated power,
and recognize that this agrees precisely with the Larmor formula.
Finally, we are in a position to obtain a lower bound on the radiation emitted from extended objects. As in the previous section, we will only take into account high frequency radiation. However, due to the fact that the whole trajectory contributes to the radiation at a time T and we cannot take T → ∞, the result for the spectrum Eq. (15) of a point source in higher dimension has limited applicability, and we do not have a simple expression for the critical angle θ c (ω) at small ω. Due to these limitations we only consider frequencies ω ω c , as this contribution does not depend parametrically on the precise form of the spectrum at low frequencies. We find
where we have used the facts that dP 
Validity of the classical approximation
Until now we have considered classical radiation from a source on a fixed background trajectory. For a point particle, the approximation of classical radiation breaks down when the energy carried by the emitted radiation ω c becomes comparable to the total energy 11 E max = γm of the source [15, 17] , so that the source recoils substantially upon emitting one high-frequency quantum. A useful parameter to characterize the importance of quantum effects is ζ ≡ ω c /E max . When ζ 1, the classical approximation is applicable without correction, for the entire range of frequencies in which the radiation is substantial. On the other hand, for ζ 1 there is substantial radiation at frequencies where quantum effects are important, and a proper treatment requires quantizing the fields and computing the appropriate matrix element for radiation emission, including the phase space factors. Such a calculation is beyond the scope of the present work. Instead, we will evaluate the classical amplitude at low energy, where it applies, and cut off the radiation spectrum below the energy scale E max = γm where quantum effects become significant. This leads to a conservative lower bound on the radiation emitted.
Let us therefore place a lower bound on the total power emitted by an extended object undergoing linear acceleration in the regime ζ 1, where the classical approximation of §2.2 breaks down. 12 We cut off the energy spectrum at the maximum energy E max , which in general depends on the frequency. Using Eq. (15), one finds that the energy spectrum of a point particle at time T is approximately The total power radiated is then given by
Because the spectrum is approximately flat at low frequencies, and E max ω c in the regime of interest, we can approximate the integral in Eq. (46) as
where we used the fact that the emission cone has opening angle θ c , which is evaluated at energy E max . To confirm the scaling with γ we have evaluated the integral numerically: the numerical result is shown along with Eq. (47) in Figure 2 .
Combining Eq. (47) and Eq. (21), we find that the power density emitted by an extended object takes the form
To obtain a very conservative 13 parametric estimate of the power density, we may perform a small slice of the integral, in a region ω 0 ω E max , which gives
13 The estimate is parametrically correct for all k, but is conservative only for k > 1.
We conclude that in the ultrarelativistic 14 limit, the power density emitted by a linearlyaccelerated object with k spatial dimensions has the parametric scaling
where the high-frequency contribution was defined in Eq. (44), and we have used θ c (E max ) ∼ 1/γ. For k > 1 the power in low-frequency radiation is parametrically larger than the power in high-frequency radiation, as a result of coherence effects. Note, however, that this conclusion is valid only if the timescale over which the trajectory of the radiating object changes significantly is much longer than the wavelength of the radiation. Thus, the above estimate breaks down for very long wavelengths.
Emission of massive strings
Our results so far have described the massless radiation from a general extended object undergoing acceleration during ultrarelativistic motion. However, quanta of massive fields of mass m can be emitted when the spectrum of massless radiation reaches frequencies ω m. When the accelerating object is a D-brane, 15 emission of excited closed strings could become significant if ω c exceeds a critical value of order 1/ √ α , as we now show. (Note that since ω c = γ 3 ω 0 , cf. Appendix B, ω c ∼ 1/ √ α corresponds to ω 0 1/ √ α , and thus a 1/ √ α , so that the accelerations in question are far below the string scale.) To obtain the power spectrum of a scalar field with mass m we can use the results for a massless field and substitute ω → √ ω 2 + m 2 . The power radiated in a field of mass m 2 = 4n/α therefore obeys
Summing over the string spectrum, we obtain
where the level degeneracy d n for closed superstrings is (see Ref. [18] )
14 Note that ζ ∝ γ 2 . 15 For simplicity we state the results here for an accelerating D0-brane, but the generalization is trivial. 16 In this section we assume ω c E max , so that quantum effects do not play a role.
and comparing to Eq. (53), we learn that the emitted power diverges when ω c > ω H , where ω H is given by
We recognize that ω H is precisely equal to the Hagedorn temperature T H for closed superstrings. In this estimate we assumed that the classical radiation power spectrum is valid, i.e. ω H E max , which corresponds to g s 2 3(k+1)/2 π 1+k γ and does not pose a strong constraint.
We conclude that a D-brane subject to an acceleration
sources a divergent power density of bremsstrahlung of massive closed strings. More physically, we expect that dissipation from bremsstrahlung will make it impossible for a D-brane to reach the Hagedorn acceleration a H . On the other hand, for ω c ω H the number of massive strings emitted is negligible, and the leading contribution to the radiated power comes from massless strings.
D-brane Deceleration from Bremsstrahlung
In the preceding section, we characterized bremsstrahlung from an accelerated extended object compelled by an unspecified outside force to follow a fixed trajectory: that is, we neglected radiation reaction. We will now specialize to the case of a D-brane pair interacting via velocity-dependent forces, and determine the radiation reaction force that results from the emission of bremsstrahlung. We will find that radiation reaction dramatically alters the dynamics of relativistic D-branes.
For simplicity, we will work in the regime where the classical emission spectrum is valid, i.e. ω c E max , as discussed in §2.3.
Interactions between moving D-branes
The first step is to characterize the interactions of D-branes in relativistic relative motion. Consider a scattering process in which two Dk-branes approach each other with impact parameter b and initial relative velocity v. As a first step we will study a simplified model in which the relative velocity v remains constant, i.e. any energy loss due to bremsstrahlung or other interactions is not incorporated. Of course, as our interest is in how losses affect a D-brane scattering event, we will ultimately discard this approximation.
The system of moving D-branes at constant relative velocity can be mapped to a pair of branes at rest that are misaligned by an imaginary angle φ, which is related to v by iφ = tanh −1 (v) ≡ η. Evaluating the resulting annulus diagram is then a textbook problem [20] . T-dualizing as needed, one finds the following interaction amplitude for Dk-branes that move relative to each other:
where V Dk is the volume of the Dk-brane, and we have set α = 1. We have used the same definitions of the theta functions as in Ref. [3] , but we have denoted the Dedekind η function by η D to avoid confusion with the rapidity η.
The real and imaginary parts of Eq. (57) correspond to massless 18 closed string exchange and open string pair production, respectively. Closed string exchange becomes significant at much larger separations than those relevant for open string pair creation, and we defer a detailed treatment of open strings to Appendix A.
To compute Re(A), we write A = ∞ 0 dz A(z), and then consider a suitable closed contour in the complex z plane. We take the contour formed by the segments γ 1 , γ R + , and γ Res i , where the ray γ 1 is parameterized by Re i , with R ∈ (∞, 0) and 1; γ R + = {x ∈ R + \{nπ/η, n ∈ N}}; and γ Res i is a small semicircle above the ith singularity on the real axis. Taken together with an arc at infinity, these segments parameterize a closed contour around a region that contains no poles, implying that 0 = Re
The residues of the poles along the real axis are purely real, so that
where the imaginary part of the last integral vanishes because lim y→0 Im[A(x + iy)] = 0 for x = nπ/η, n ∈ N. It remains to evaluate the integral over γ 1 , which is given by Following Ref. [20] , V (τ ) can be interpreted as the interaction potential in the frame in which one of the D-branes is at rest. The integrand in Eq. (60) decreases exponentially with R, and the characteristic scale of this decrease is given by R c ≈ 2π/r 2 . Moreover, the first pole along the real axis appears at R sing = π/η. Thus, for η r 2 /2 -which we shall assume throughout our analysis -the integral is well-approximated by integrating along the real axis up to some R with R c R R sing .
Using the asymptotic expression
the potential V can be written as
for η 1, and
The nonrelativistic result Eq. (62) matches the result given in Ref. [20] , where the integrand is first expanded in small η and then integrated. However, the method used above also allows us to obtain the potential in the highly relativistic case, given in Eq. (63).
D-brane deceleration
Equipped with an understanding of the forces between relativistic D-branes, we can now determine the acceleration a of the scattering branes, and then use Eq. (28) to compute the power that is radiated into closed strings.
We work in the 'fixed target' frame in which one D-brane is at rest, and we orient our coordinates so that the moving brane's initial velocity is parallel tox, with impact parameter bŷ. As in the preceding sections, η denotes the rapidity, η ≡ tanh −1 (v), associated to the relative velocity of the two D-branes. The corresponding Lorentz factor is γ = cosh η ≈ 1 2 e η . We consider Dk-branes with 0 < k < 7, and set D = 10. Letρ closed = dP k 10 /dV k denote the power density lost into radiation of massless closed strings, let ρ Dk = γT Dk denote the energy density of the moving D-brane, and let V denote the interaction potential given in Eq. (63).
For small v y , the acceleration in thex direction can be approximated by a x ≈ 4ηe −2η . Using energy conservation one findṡ
The acceleration in theŷ direction is then fixed by angular momentum conservation, as we now explain. We use a time variable τ , with τ = 0 at the point of closest approach, and define τ brem as the time at which the energy lost to bremsstrahlung becomes comparable to the initial kinetic energy. A convenient parameterization is
where ∆(k) is a constant that depends only on k, and we retain only factors exponential in the initial rapidity η 0 . Manifest in Eq. (65) is the approximation that τ brem is exponentially large, which we confirm below is self-consistent: see Eq. (69). Specifically, we make the consistent approximation that |τ brem | 1, and that correspondingly V ρ Dk . With these preliminaries, one readily finds that
Comparing a x and a y , we find that the former is suppressed by a factor of e −2η , so that unless b τ e −2η 0 (corresponding to an exponentially small regime of parameters that we will omit in the remainder), the acceleration in the transverse direction dominates.
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The analysis leading to Eq. (66) neglected the angular momentum stored in any open string pairs that are produced, which is an excellent approximation: we show in Appendix A that the density of open strings is exponentially small. On the other hand, bremsstrahlung does carry away angular momentum, but this effect cancels in Eq. (66).
Combining Eq. (66) with the closed string interaction potential Eq. (63) and using Eq. (28), we finally obtain the rate at which energy density is lost due to bremsstrahlung:
8−k , and we remind the reader that we have set α = 1. Equation (67) is one of our main results. The power density lost to radiation scales with the Lorentz factor γ in the fixed target frame asρ closed ∝ γ 2(8−k) , from which it follows that bremsstrahlung provides an extremely strong dissipative effect in ultrarelativistic D-brane scattering. Note that this result only provides a lower limit on the power density radiated: only the high frequency part of the spectrum, with ω > ω c , was used in obtaining Eq. (67). Moreover, we have not included acceleration induced by radiation reaction, which will in general induce additional bremsstrahlung.
Knowing the power radiated in massless closed strings, 20 we can determine the timescale for deceleration from bremsstrahlung, i.e. the time τ brem at which the rapidity is reduced by 19 Note that the radiation due to transverse acceleration is dominant only for impact parameters b τ e −η0 , because of the higher power of γ in the Larmor formula for linear acceleration. 20 As the acceleration is much smaller than the Hagedorn acceleration found in §2.4, emission of massive closed strings is negligible. one: η(τ brem ) ≡ η 0 − 1. Integrating Eq. (67) and setting η → η 0 one finds
We learn in particular that
so that τ brem is an exponentially long time in the ultrarelativistic limit, as anticipated in Eq. (65). Correspondingly, bremsstrahlung first becomes significant when the D-branes are very widely separated.
The fact that a large amount of energy is radiated at τ brem does not imply that the branes decelerate to nonrelativistic motion immediately. Instead, rapid losses due to bremsstrahlung quickly decelerate the D-brane to the critical rapidity
for which the energy radiated in a given time interval is of order the D-brane kinetic energy at the beginning of this interval. Thus, the rapidity η decreases aṡ
We are now able to estimate the critical impact parameter b int above which the scattering process does not lead to a significant loss of kinetic energy in bremsstrahlung. To obtain an Time Figure 4 : Stages of ultrarelativistic scattering. The dotted arcs indicate the separations at which closed string radiation becomes relevant. As the branes approach each other, the rapidity decreases and the radii of the circles decrease. The green pancakes represent the D-branes and their bremsstrahlung; the latter accounts for most of the initial energy, and does not substantially outpace the corresponding source by τ = 0.
upper limit on the radiated energy density we note that a y a r = ∂V (r) ∂r /ρ Dk (τ ), where the bound is saturated in the limit of large impact parameters. Using Eq. (28) we define b int by
from which we find
which is exponentially large in the ultrarelativistic limit. Combining Eq. (73) and Eq. (68), we conclude that ultrarelativistic D-branes experience rapid energy loss to bremsstrahlung even when their transverse and longitudinal separations are very large in string units.
Thus far we have neglected energy lost to open string pair production, emphasizing the critical role of bremsstrahlung. This is a consistent approximation: for large initial rapidity η 0 , bremsstrahlung becomes significant at distances τ brem that are exponentially large in string units, and open string pair production is entirely negligible at such large separations: see Appendix A. Thus, closed string radiation dramatically decelerates the D-brane pair long before open string pair production becomes significant. 22 It would be interesting to understand whether bremsstrahlung affects the closely related process of flux discharge by pair production, as described in Refs. [21, 22] . Figure 5 : Regions of the parameter space. In the white region, the energy lost to bremsstrahlung is insignificant. In the green region, bremsstrahlung is important and the approximations made in our analysis are consistent. In the red region, the closed string exchange potential, Eq. (63), breaks down. The case g s = 0.1 and k = 3 is shown.
We have numerically evolved the system including the effects of gravitational bremsstrahlung, finding excellent agreement with the analytic result Eq. (70), as shown in Figure 3 for the parameter choice η 0 = 26 and b = 10 l s .
A further consideration is the possibility that, for impact parameters b smaller than some critical value b BH (η), the final state of the scattering D-brane pair is a black hole. We will not obtain a complete description of the late-time dynamics, but will estimate b BH (η) using the cross section for black hole formation in high-energy particle scattering. The cross section in the center of mass frame is given by σ BH ∼ π(R ⊥ s )
2 [23, 24] , where R ⊥ s is the Schwarzschild radius associated to the total energy E in the center of mass frame,
, the final state is plausibly a black hole.
One might object that bremsstrahlung dramatically reduces the kinetic energy of each of the branes, and hence reduces R ⊥ s . However, most of the bremsstrahlung is very forward, and is contained within a cone of opening angle θ c ∼ 1/γ COM . Moreover, the bremsstrahlung does not substantially outpace the D-brane that emitted it: at τ = 0, the longitudinal distance from the horizon of the moving brane to the leading edge of the radiation it emitted at τ = τ brem is parametrically smaller than R We summarize the stages of the scattering process as seen from the center of mass frame in Figure 4 , and in Figure 5 we display the regions of the parameter space in which our approximations are applicable.
Dissipation in DBI Inflation
We have shown above that even a small acceleration of an ultrarelativistic D-brane leads to efficient energy loss through bremsstrahlung. This effect may alter the dynamics of inflationary models involving relativistic D-branes, most notably DBI inflation [4, 5] . In this section we will consider the consequences of bremsstrahlung for the DBI model.
The best-understood realization of DBI inflation involves a D3-brane in a warped throat region of a compactification, and for concreteness we will restrict our attention to this scenario. The idea is that a strong potential impels the D3-brane to move radially inward, toward the tip of the throat, at a speed that approaches the local limiting speed. The result is a period of accelerated expansion, with distinctive signatures in the primordial perturbations.
A D3-brane in a compactification with stabilized moduli experiences a potential induced by Planck-suppressed couplings to the moduli-stabilizing energy sources. For a D3-brane in a warped throat region -for definiteness, let us consider a Klebanov-Strassler throat [26] -the structure of this potential is well-understood [27] . The potential is a function of all six coordinates of the throat, and in particular the potential in the angular directions is nonvanishing. 23 The characteristic scale of the masses in the radial and angular directions is the Hubble scale H. For successful DBI inflation, one needs a vastly larger radial mass, to drive the D3-brane to relativistic speeds. Although such a mass seems hard to obtain [28] in the moduli potential computed in Ref. [27] , for the present analysis we will grant the existence of a suitable potential in the radial direction.
In light of our results so far, there are two natural questions concerning bremsstrahlung in the DBI scenario. First, do the angular forces resulting from a natural moduli potential necessarily cause the infalling D3-brane to accelerate transverse to its radial trajectory, and thus to lose a large fraction of its energy in bremsstrahlung? Second, does the purely radial potential itself lead to significant bremsstrahlung due to longitudinal acceleration?
To develop intuition for this problem we observe that there is a very well known electromagnetic analogy: a charged particle accelerated along a curving trajectory by an electromagnetic field, e.g. in a synchrotron, reaches a maximum velocity when the rate of energy loss in synchrotron radiation balances the energy input from the electromagnetic field. In the DBI example, the curving trajectory is a consequence of nonvanishing angular gradients of the moduli potential, which as we explained above are unavoidable in stabilized compactifications. Although the essential physical question is the same, the DBI problem has important differences from the electromagnetic problem: the object in motion has spatial extent; the four-dimensional spacetime is expanding; and the radiation spreads 24 in a six-dimensional compact space.
The significance of bremsstrahlung from either transverse or parallel acceleration can be assessed by determining the limiting speed set by radiative losses, or equivalently the limiting γ factor γ brem , and comparing this to the γ factor γ DBI that is obtained by neglecting radiation. When γ brem γ DBI , bremsstrahlung sets the most stringent upper limit on the speed, and radiative losses control the dynamics. We now consider the transverse and parallel contributions in turn.
Radiation from transverse acceleration
We will write the D3-brane potential in the form [27] V (r, Ψ) = m
where φ = √ T D3 r is the canonically normalized radial field, with r the radial coordinate; φ UV is the location of the top of the throat; and Ψ parameterizes the five angles.
The index Q represents possible quantum numbers under the angular isometries; ∆(Q) is then related to the corresponding operator dimension, f Q (Ψ) is an order-unity function of the angles, and c Q is the associated Wilson coefficient. The first term, m 2 DBI φ 2 /2, is a significant mass term that controls the radial evolution. The remaining terms are contributions from sources in the bulk of the compactification, and the scale µ 4 measures the significance of these effects.
We will consider only a single bulk contribution with ∆ = 2, 25 writing
whereψ = φ ψ is the canonically-normalized field corresponding to the dimensionless angular coordinate ψ, and m B ∼ µ 2 /φ UV sets the scale of the bulk effects.
As demonstrated in Ref. [4] , the DBI model with a quadratic potential of the form
p /λ, where λ is the 't Hooft 24 One can check that even the longest wavelengths used in our estimates of the total radiated power are much smaller than the radius of the extra dimensions. 25 In the case of the Klebanov-Strassler geometry, there are terms with ∆ = 1 and ∆ = 3/2 that correspond to parametrically stronger angular forces, but for a conservative, general, and analytically simple estimate we take ∆ = 2.
coupling. The total number of e-folds that result in such a potential is [5] 
We assume that the masses m B induced by compactification have the natural scale m B ∼ H m DBI , where H is the Hubble parameter. (This property has been checked in a wide range of configurations and is explained in detail in Ref. [27] .) Thus, the angular motion is not heavily damped by Hubble friction, and the angular acceleration is approximately
The reader may wonder why the D3-brane does not slide to the minimum of the angular potential and then proceed radially inward without undergoing further angular acceleration. The point is that there are many contributions to the potential that scale differently with the radial coordinate φ, so that the location of the instantaneous minimum in the angular directions depends on φ. Thus, the simple model Eq. (76) describes the angular potential for a small range of φ, and -unless m B m DBI , which is uncommon -the D3-brane does not track the instantaneous minimum of the angular potential. The resulting picture is rather similar to a wiggler in a synchrotron.
The rate at which bremsstrahlung dissipates energy, for a given Lorentz factor and transverse acceleration a, is given by Eq. (28) as
For a D3-brane experiencing a quadratic potential in a warped throat, the Lorentz factor γ DBI is given, for N e 1, by [4, 5] 
The maximum rate at which the radial potential can supply kinetic energy is
while the speed limit set by the DBI kinetic term iṡ
where we use the conventions of Ref. [29] for the DBI Lagrangian. Thus,
We would like to understand whether, for some values of the parameters, P brem is comparable to P infall , so that losses to bremsstrahlung can equal or exceed the rate of energy input from the gradient of the radial potential. For this purpose, it will prove useful to incorporate the COBE normalization, in order to specify the inflationary Hubble scale H in terms of the remaining parameters. 26 One can show that (see e.g. Ref. [29] )
Now, setting m B ≈ H and using Eq. (78) and Eq. (84) in Eq. (79), and combining this result with Eq. (83), Eq. (80), and Eq. (77), we find that P brem (φ) ≈ P infall (φ) for φ φ , where
Because P brem,trans ∝ φ 5 and P infall ∝ φ 3 , the dynamics is controlled by bremsstrahlung for φ φ , while for φ φ bremsstrahlung can be neglected. Because of the large prefactor, ultimately arising from the COBE normalization Eq. (84), we easily see that Eq. (85) does not present a meaningful constraint on the DBI scenario. In short, angular forces of the natural magnitude do lead to dissipation through radiation from transverse acceleration, but this dissipation is generally small compared to the energy supplied by the steep radial potential.
Radiation from longitudinal acceleration
Having seen that angular forces of the natural scale expected in a stabilized compactification do not lead to dramatic losses due to transverse acceleration, we now turn to a very similar analysis for losses due to longitudinal acceleration. At first sight one might expect radiation from transverse acceleration to provide the dominant loss mechanism, and this expectation would be correct if the radial and angular forces were comparable. However, in the DBI scenario the radial potential is necessarily rather steep compared to the natural scale (which is the Hubble scale H), and in fact we will find that longitudinal acceleration leads to substantial losses.
We now have a purely quadratic potential,
leading to the acceleration
Using our result Eq. (50) for the power radiated 27 in longitudinal acceleration, we have
As in the case of transverse acceleration, P brem,long. ∝ φ 5 and P infall ∝ φ 3 , but now the overall magnitude of the radiated power is larger: we find that P brem,long. ≈ P infall at
Radiation from longitudinal acceleration controls the dynamics for φ φ .
We conclude that a systematic treatment of bremsstrahlung is a prerequisite for a reliable computation of the trajectory at φ φ . On the other hand, neglecting bremsstrahlung is not necessarily consistent in the complementary regime φ φ : in obtaining Eq. (89) we did not solve the fully backreacted equations of motion, and our estimates of radiated power were conservative throughout.
Constraints from bremsstrahlung
Thus far our calculation has not depended on specific properties of the compactification: we have simply assumed that the radial and angular potentials are quadratic, and used the natural relation m B ≈ H. However, it is very instructive to impose the microphysical constraints that arise in a warped throat region: in particular, the maximum value φ UV of the φ coordinate can be related to the volume of the compactification. Following Ref. [29] , we write the total warped volume Vα 3 of the compactification as
where N is the D3-brane charge of the throat. Moreover, we have the usual relation M 2 p = Vα 3 /G 10 , with
Finally, in a Klebanov-Strassler throat, we have λ = 27 4 πg s N . Combining the above results, the critical location φ can be expressed in the form
and we remind the reader that φ φ UV corresponds to the warp factor at the location φ = φ . As an example, taking the conservative values 28 g s = 0.5, N e = 60, V = 1000, N = 100, and σ = 10, we find φ /φ UV ≈ 8 · 10 −3 . In this case the warp factor decreases by about two orders of magnitude before the (instantaneous) effect of bremsstrahlung can be neglected as a correction to the dynamics. Moreover, even for φ φ the actual trajectory will differ from that computed by neglecting dissipation: the velocity at φ is diminished by the history of dissipation.
We conclude that for DBI inflation driven by a quadratic potential in a warped throat region, bremsstrahlung can provide a significant dissipative effect. In some parameter regimes this presents a strong constraint, while in others it is self-consistent to neglect radiative losses.
Conclusions
We have shown that in the ultrarelativistic limit, D-brane scattering involves extremely rapid dissipation via bremsstrahlung of massless closed strings. The initial trigger for this process is the velocity-dependent force arising from closed string exchange. Except in special cases, the density of open string pairs remains small, with nearly all the initial energy lost to bremsstrahlung.
In the course of our analysis, we characterized radiation from a k-dimensional extended object undergoing relativistic accelerated motion in an even-dimensional background spacetime. We obtained a lower bound on the rate of energy loss in this system due to bremsstrahlung, and we determined the critical Hagedorn acceleration beyond which the power radiated from a D-brane diverges due to emission of massive closed strings.
The intense dissipation experienced by ultrarelativistic D-branes has implications for cosmological models involving D-brane motion. We have shown that bremsstrahlung provides a drag force in DBI inflation [4, 5] , and that in reasonable compactifications this effect can significantly alter the cosmological evolution. It would be worthwhile to understand the implications of our results for models involving repeated interactions, such as trapped inflation [30] or unwinding inflation [22] , which yield novel contributions to the primordial scalar and tensor perturbations (see also Refs. [31, 32, 33, 34] ). When the scattering events are relativistic, bremsstrahlung will very plausibly increase the rate of energy loss, and could lead to modified signatures.
A Energy Loss from Open String Pair Creation
In this appendix we review the production of open strings in relativistic D-brane scattering, following Ref. [3] . Considering D-branes on fixed trajectories and neglecting losses to bremsstrahlung, we obtain the pair production rate and the time τ open at which the energy stored in open string pairs is comparable to the initial kinetic energy. As |τ open | |τ brem |, bremsstrahlung takes effect at parametrically larger distances than those relevant for open string pair creation, so that it is consistent to neglect open string pair production for most of the scattering process, as we have done in the main text. Even so, open string pairs may become significant near the time of closest approach, for certain initial conditions. We stress that neglecting closed string radiation is not generally a consistent approximation. With radiation losses turned off, relativistic scattering induces exponentially large densities of open strings [3] , but on trajectories decelerated by bremsstrahlung, radiation of closed strings can absorb energy so quickly that a dense population of excited open strings never arises. Nevertheless, focusing on open strings alone allows us to place an upper bound on the rate of energy loss to open strings, which is required to establish the consistency of the approximation of neglecting open string pair production that was made in §3.
We begin by examining the imaginary part of the amplitude Eq. (57), following Refs. [1, 2, 3] . First, we evaluate the integral over the complex t plane [2] :
Recognizing the final ratio as the partition function Z as in Ref. [3] ,
we can write Im(A) in the suggestive form
This expression is reminiscent of Schwinger's famous formula [35] for the rate at which electron pairs are produced in a constant electric field, with two novelties: Eq. (96) contains a sum over the string level n, weighted by the degeneracy N (n); and the factor of η in the exponential is suggestive of relativistic corrections to the mass of the produced pairs. To make this point precise, and to obtain the instantaneous rate 29 of pair production of massive open strings, we will relate the total pair production derived from the annulus calculation, Eq. (94), to the corresponding result in quantum field theory, where the instantaneous pair production rate can be computed by standard methods. Thus, the idea is to describe open string pair production in the field theory arising from level truncation. The primary subtlety that arises is that the mass spectrum of open strings stretched between D-branes in relativistic relative motion is rescaled in comparison to the spectrum of open strings stretching between D-branes at rest. We now proceed to a careful treatment of this point, building on and extending the results of Ref. [3] . Consider the field theory described by the Lagrange density
A mode u k with momentum k obeys the wave equation
To represent the string spectrum, we consider a collection of fields χ n , with
where φ(t) = ib + vt, and we take the number of fields χ n at level n to be N (n). We will take the χ n to interact much more strongly with φ than with each other, so that the pair production rates of each species are simply additive. For any finite maximum level n max , this quantum field theory corresponds to the level-truncated string field theory whose mass spectrum is that of open strings between Dp-branes at rest at separation b.
With some foresight, we now introduce the rescaling
29 One might be tempted to state that by the optical theorem, the rate of production of open strings stretched between the two branes is related to Im(A). In fact, because of the Wick rotation relating branes in motion to branes at a complex relative angle, Im(A) is related to the total number of strings produced in the scattering process, rather than to the rate of production.
We can now use the WKB approximation to find an approximate solution to the rescaled wave equation, for a given n:
where the integral is taken over a large semicircle below the real axis in the complex t plane. The integral in the exponential determines the ratio of the reflected and transmitted amplitudes, corresponding to the particle density n k . At large t we can expand,
For a single species, this gives (see Ref. [36] for a more detailed treatment of this point)
Including the level degeneracy N (n), the total number of particles in p dimensions is thus
(104) This field-theoretic result agrees precisely with the j = 1 term of the string theory result Eq. (96). The terms at higher j in Eq. (96) correspond to multi-instanton effects (see e.g. Ref. [37] ), and can likewise be obtained in field theory, though we will not do so here.
We therefore conclude that the result of Eq. (96) for open string pair production in relativistic D-brane scattering is simply described by summing field-theoretic results over the accessible species of open strings, provided that we use correct spectrum of string states. Namely, the rate given in Eq. (96) is precisely reproduced in a field theory in which the energies of excited open strings are suppressed according to the rescaling of the effective energy
so that pair production of highly-excited strings is substantially enhanced compared to a naive computation based on the spectrum of strings stretched between branes at rest [3] . The rescaling Eq. (105) can also be understood in the T-dual picture of open strings in an electric field, as reviewed in Ref. [38] .
We remark that the energy given in Eq. (105) corresponds to the energy of an open string as measured in the fixed target frame in which one of the branes is at rest, just as the time variable τ measures the time in that frame -this can be checked in the T-dual electric field picture. This leads to a correction to the stopping length computed in Ref. [3] , but the main conclusions of Ref. [3] are unchanged.
Equipped with the total amount of string production, we now turn to determining the time-dependent production rate that is consistent with the total string production Eq. (94) and with the non-adiabaticity ξ ≡ω/ω 2 . The idea is to write a physically-motivated model of the time-dependence and verify numerically, in the quantum field theory case where timedependent production can be computed directly, that the model gives dynamics in good agreement with the full treatment. Following Ref. [3] , we write
where a Gaussian dependence on the separation and a quadratic dependence on the nonadiabaticity parameter ξ =ω/ω 2 were introduced. The normalization constant ζ can be determined by stipulating that the total amount of open string production agrees with the annulus calculation.
As explained above, bremsstrahlung leads to rapid deceleration even at large distances, so that a D-brane pair undergoing scattering will generally have a nonrelativistic relative velocity by the time that the separation is small enough for open string pair production to be relevant. For the remainder of this appendix we therefore focus on open string pair production in the case η 1. (The case η 1 is treated in Ref. [3] .) Using the asymptotic relation θ 
for s 1, the production rate Γ prod (τ ) may be written as
Knowing the production rate of open strings, it is straightforward to obtain the rate at which open string production absorbs energy. The open string number density and energy density are related by [3] ρ open ≈ Strong evidence for the energy loss rate given in Eq. (108) comes from comparing a simulation based on Eq. (108) to a simulation that directly incorporates the instantaneous production rate, as in Ref. [36] . We display the resulting trajectories, which agree very well over many orbits, in Figure 6 .
The open string production rate given Eq. (108) is strictly applicable only for trajectories with constant rapidity: when η varies with time, the T-dual configuration used in the derivation of the annulus amplitude no longer involves a constant angle. However, Figure 6 shows that interpreting Eq. (108) as a function of varying η is an excellent approximation in the corresponding field theory model, and we expect it to be applicable in level-truncated string field theory as well.
In scattering processes that lead to production of a high density of excited open strings, the late-time dynamics is not amenable to analytic treatment: the full problem involves quantum production, cascade decay, and annihilation of a diverse population of open strings, as well as the growth of spatial inhomogeneities. Moreover, the angular momentum stored in open strings can have a significant impact on the evolution. A rough expectation is that the D-branes will initially enter an elliptical orbit, but the orbital timescale is often much longer than the Jeans time, so that the homogeneous approximation fails before many orbits are completed. This is a system similar to Branonium, as described in Ref. [39] , with the addition of a high density of strings stretched between the branes.
Thus far we have assumed that open string pair production can be described as a spatially homogeneous process, but a finite density of pairs necessarily involves inhomogeneities on short lengthscales. Consider the nucleation of a single open string pair at a given location on an initially homogeneous Dp-brane that is moving relativistically toward another Dp-brane, which we take to be fixed. The creation of the open string pair absorbs momentum from a small patch of the moving Dp-brane, so that the Dp-brane cannot remain spatially homoge-neous. The resulting acceleration triggers bremsstrahlung, inducing further deceleration, so that a roughly spherical shock-wave of acceleration and bremsstrahlung propagates outward (within the p spatial dimensions of the brane) from the nucleation point. Recalling that the critical acceleration given in Eq. (56) is a H = (2 √ 2πγ 3 ) −1 , which is very small in string units for an ultrarelativistic D-brane, we find that the creation of an open string pair leads to an expanding shock that may be strong enough to trigger emission of massive closed strings. A proper treatment of inhomogeneous pair creation would be interesting, but is beyond the scope of this work.
B Critical Frequency for D-dimensional Synchrotron Radiation
In this appendix we give a few details of the calculation of the critical frequency ω c for scalar and vector 31 synchrotron radiation in a spacetime of even dimension D. We will show that for γ 1 the critical frequency ω c does not depend on the spacetime dimension D. Our analysis closely follows Ref. [14] , where the special case D = 4 was considered.
The wave equation for a massless scalar φ with coupling α D to the stress-energy of a source takes the form 2φ(x µ ) = α D T .
The field φ can be written as (see Ref. [40] ) φ(t, r, θ i ) = ... 
31 An explicit calculation of the tensor spectrum of an ultrarelativistic particle in a spacetime of arbitrary dimension D is beyond the scope of this work.
Our goal is to obtain the critical frequency ω c above which the spectrum falls off exponen
